<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Design as consulted | £1.54m £770/burial | • Provides 1000 double-stacked burial plots, 2000 internment spaces  
• Maintains buffer planting along Honor Oak  
• Enhances car park and footpath layout | • Does not respond to the consultation responses  
• Does not provide pedestrian/cycle access from Honor Oak station to recreation ground |
| 2. Traditional burial  | £1.49m £714/burial | • Provides 1050 double-stacked burial plots, 2100 internment spaces  
• Provides traditional memorialisation  
• Additional tree and planting  
• Enhanced access with pedestrian and cycle pathways from Honor Oak  
• A small pond added to help with drainage and help increase biodiversity on site  
• The re-use of graves is possible in the future | • Only partially responds to the consultation in regard to the creation of a natural green space |
| 3. Meadow burial       | £1.45m £746/burial | • Provides 1050 burial plots (majority double-stacked, unless under trees), 1950 internment spaces  
• Lower total cost than traditional option above  
• Meadow grasses and additional tree planting across the site  
• Pond feature added  
• Pedestrian and cycle pathways from Honor Oak  
• Meadow reaches maturity more rapidly than woodland  
• Responds well to consultation by creating a less “managed” feel with without traditional memorials  
• Re-use of graves is possible in the future  
• Supports the fauna currently found on site | • Absence of traditional memorials could make it difficult to sell plots  
• Those who want to visit the grave may be unable to identify the exact plot. |
| 4. Woodland burial     | £1.31m £1246/burial | • Lowest total cost  
• Trees planted across the site  
• Pond feature added  
• Pedestrian and cycle pathways added from Honor Oak  
• Responds well to consultation by creating a fully wooded area, without traditional memorials | • Provides only 1050 burial plots/internment spaces  
• Highest cost per burial  
• Absence of traditional memorials could make it difficult to sell plots  
• Those who want to visit the grave may be unable to identify the exact plot  
• Trees substantially limit the ability to re-use graves  
• Longest time to reach maturity  
• Revenue costs (management of woodland) greater than options 2 & 3 |

*Please note, the cost per burial figures provided refers to the options’ total construction cost divided by the number of internment spaces produced.*